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in Photoshop and
select Levels ->

Black & White. Q:
WCF security and

authentication with
Client Certificate I
need to connect to

my web service over
SSL. I would like to

let the client
authenticate against

my server by
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sending a self-
signed certificate. I
have already done
the necessary work
(i.e. made my own

self-signed
certificate) to get it
to work when the
server is running.

Now I need to test it
without the server

on and in a test
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environment. For
the authentication
process I use: 1)

Start Wcf Security
Binding Service/Web
Reference 2) In the
upper Right Send in
the window I enter
Https, and choose .

3) In the Server
Certificate section I

type the CA file I
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used to create the
certificate and then I

click OK. 4) I type
the client certificate

and click OK. 5) I
click OK again. Now
when I start the Wcf

Service I get an
error message.

Unknown security
protocol requested.
Protocols such as
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Windows, Negotiate,
Kerberos, NTLM,
NTLMSSP are not
installed on this

server So my
question is: How can

I authenticate
clients against a

WCF server that is
NOT running? Do I
have to have the

server run for it to
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work or is there
something else I am

missing? I have
googled a lot and
have found some

information on how
to do it with

Windows Server
2008 but not much
documentation on
WCF. I know the

WCF settings on the
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server must be
configured correctly

because I can
connect to it with

my self-signed
certificate. Also

when I try to create
an HTTPS

connection to the
WCF service I get

the error message:
There was no
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endpoint listening at
net.pipe://localhost/
MyService net.pipe
is not supported.

-binding That's why
I'm asking how to

get it working with a
self-signed

certificate without a
server. Also, I get a

different error
message with my
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client that connects
to the server. I use
var binding = new
WSHttpBinding();

var myServiceClient
= new MyServiceCli
ent(binding, new En
dpointAddress("net.
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